Head computed tomography (CT) is instrumental for managing patients of all ages. However, its low dose radiation may pose a low but non-zero risk of tumor induction in pediatric patients. Here, we present a systematic literature review on the estimated incidence of brain tumor induction from head CT exams performed on children and adolescents. MEDLINE was searched using an electronic protocol and bibliographic searches to identify articles related to CT, cancer, and epidemiology or risk assessment. Sixteen studies that predicted or measured head CT-related neoplasm incidence or mortality were identified and reviewed. Epidemiological studies consistently cited increased tumor incidence in pediatric patients (ages 0-18) exposed to head CTs. Excess relative risk of new brain tumor averaged 1.29 (95% confidence interval, 0.66-1.93) for pediatric patients exposed to one or more head CTs. Tumor incidence increased with number of pediatric head CTs in a dose-dependent manner, with measurable excess incidence even after a single scan. Converging evidence from epidemiological studies supported a small excess risk of brain tumor incidence after even a single CT exam in pediatric patients. However, refined epidemiological methods are needed to control for confounding variables that may contribute to reverse causation, such as patients with pre-existing cancer or cancer susceptibility. CT remains an invaluable technology that should be utilized so long as there is clinical indication for the study and the radiation dose is as small as reasonably achievable.
INTRODUCTION
Cranial computed tomography (CT) has transformed diagnostic neuroradiology over the past half century, beginning with its first clinical use in 1971 to image a suspected frontal lobe tumor [1] [2] [3] . In the United States, an estimated 82 million CT scans were performed during the year 2016 alone [4] . Cranial imaging accounts for roughly one-third of these scans, totaling around 25-30 million head CTs annually [5] . Despite its benefits, there remains concern of neoplastic induction from the low dose ionizing radiation of head CT.
Relative to other CT imaging protocols, non-contrast head CT scans are among the safest, delivering around 2 mSv in effective radiation dose to the body depending on the scanner, protocol, and patient [6, 7] . By comparison, this is the approximate radiation dose incurred from 225 one-way flights from New York City to Chicago [8] , slightly less than the excess radiation received annually by a typical flight crew member [9, 10] , and only one tenth the occupational limit for flight crews recommended by the United States Federal Aviation Administration [8] and the International Commission on Radiological Protection [11] . For context, typical annual levels of background radiation exposure are in the range of 3-6 mSv [12, 13] .
The safety of head CTs is due to the small amount of radiation delivered per scan and the low susceptibility of brain tissue to cytotoxic damage from ionizing radiation relative to other organs [11] . However, certain populations may be at increased risk. Children, in particular, are markedly more susceptible to radiation-induced cancer than adults [14] , and the lifetime attributable risk (LAR) of malignancy from a single head CT may be more than ten-fold higher for an infant than for a middleaged adult patient [5, 15, 16] . Furthermore, patients with conditions requiring repeat CT exams (i.e., traumatic brain injury [17, 18] or cerebrospinal fluid shunts [19, 20] ) receive cumulative radiation doses that magnify the potential risk.
Given the heightened concerns of potential cancer risks in pediatric patients undergoing CT, a comprehensive view of head CT radiation risk is needed as a basis for evidence-based guidelines and serial surveillance protocols. Here, the authors assess the current body of peer-reviewed epidemiological evidence on the incidence and risk of brain tumor induction associated with head CT exams administered to children and adolescents.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study eligibility criteria
Published studies that examined the incidence or attributable mortality of intracranial neoplasms observed in pediatric patients undergoing head CT imaging compared to non-exposed persons were reviewed, including: 1) studies that predicted tumor incidence attributable to head CT based on estimated radiation dose or 2) epidemiological studies that directly measured rates of neoplasms in pediatric patients undergoing no or varying numbers of head CT scans, relative to patients who had no CT radiation exposure. All full-text, English language articles were considered regardless of publication date.
Information sources & search protocol
The National Library of Medicine's MEDLINE Database (1966-Present) was queried via PubMed. The last electronic search was performed on March 13, 2017 and consisted of an intersectional search for papers containing keywords or indexed with medical subject headings related to three broad categories: 1) computed tomography, 2) radiation and radiationinduced neoplasm, and 3) risk, incidence, or epidemiology. Additional studies were identified through manual search of bibliographies. Details of the electronic search protocol are provided in Fig. 1 .
Study selection
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines were utilized to guide our literature review and synthesis [21, 22] . Study selection was carried out by two independent authors (JPS and JSB). Studies of chest CT for lung cancer screening, radiotherapy, or other topics that clearly diverged from head CT-related radiation risks were excluded. A total of 16 relevant studies pertaining to cancer or solid tumor risks from head CT radiation exposure met our eligibility criteria (Fig. 2) .
Given the small number of published epidemiological studies on cancer incidence from head CT, we considered risk assessment studies if they made a quantitative prediction of neoplasm risk based on estimated radiation doses. For inclusion, we required that studies measured or predicted the inci- and brain tumor risk estimates, summary metrics of head CT population prevalence, absorbed or effective radiation dose, and attributable brain tumor risk were computed as cross-study averages with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). We also summarized the ERR of head CT exams observed in the epidemiological studies on a per patient, per brain dose (mGy), and per scan (assuming 60 mGy) basis. ERR metrics were directly calculated using the reported incidence data from each reviewed study. ERR per patient was calculated using the reported tumor incidence rates for exposed and un-exposed patient cohorts within each study period. ERR per mGy of absorbed brain dose was next determined by dividing the excess incidence rates by the mean cumulative absorbed brain dose (mGy) across exposed patients. Finally, a standard ERR per head scan was estimated and summarized across studies (mean and 95% CI) by multiplying the normalized ERR (ERR per mGy brain dose) by a hypothetical head CT scan delivering 60 mGy of absorbed radiation to the brain.
RESULTS
Population health burden of pediatric head CT exams
We identified four published studies that reported data on pediatric head CT incidence per capita [23] [24] [25] [26] . Study characteristics are presented in Table 1 . These studies reported an average annual incidence of 720 head CT procedures per 100,000 children, or 0.72% per capita.
Predicted tumor risk from single pediatric head CT exam
Seven studies reported projected tumor risks from single non-contrast head CT exams based on estimated absorbed or effective dose [10, [23] [24] [25] [27] [28] [29] . Results from studies of interest are summarized in Table 2 . On average, predictive studies estimated brain doses of 55 mGy and effective doses of 1.6 mSv per head CT scan for pediatric patients. Predicted LAR of brain tumor from a single pediatric head CT scan was 0.056% (95% CI 0.009-0.102%) on average across five predictive studies [23, 25, 27, 29, 30] . This estimate corresponds to one induced neoplasm per 1,800 pediatric head CTs, but is skewed upwards by estimates for infant patients who have the highest expected susceptibility to radiation but are scanned dence of neoplasms attributable to one or more head CT scans in an actual or hypothetical patient population.
Data extraction
After eligibility screening, we extracted all available quantitative measures involving: population prevalence of head CT procedures, per-scan or cumulative radiation dose levels, and predicted or actual tumor incidence or mortality. Radiation dosages were reported as per-scan or cumulative administered doses reported in units of brain absorbed dose (mGy) or converted to biological effective dose (mSv). Head CT-attributable tumor incidence or tumor-associated mortality was reported using a range of epidemiological measures. Generally, these rates were reported as lifetime attributable absolute risk for predictive studies, and either absolute risk, excess relative risk (ERR), hazard ratio (HR), or standardized incidence within the defined follow-up periods for epidemiological studies. Metrics were extracted as presented in each reviewed study, tabulated, and used for pooled statistical analysis.
Statistical analysis
In addition to tabulating head CT prevalence, radiation dose, less frequently than older children and adolescents in practice.
Measured brain tumor incidence in pediatric head CT-exposed populations
We identified five core epidemiological studies of neoplasm incidence in pediatric CT-exposed populations [14, [31] [32] [33] [34] , which elucidated specific risks from head CT exams (Table  3) , as well as a sixth article that reported methodological refinement and re-analysis of data from one of the core studies [35] . The identified studies collectively included 995,091 patients exposed to CT radiation. The cumulative estimated radiation dose delivered to the brain from head CT exams was 41±9 mGy across these studies on average.
All five studies reported increased incidence of brain tumors in patients exposed to CT exams, with a relative risk of 2.29 (95% CI 1.66-2.93) compared to patients not exposed to CT radiation. This corresponds to an ERR of 1.29 (95% CI 0.66-1.93). Normalizing these relative risks by the cumulative brain dose of radiation delivered in each study demonstrated an average ERR of brain tumor of 2.25% (95% CI 1.59-2.92%) per mGy absorbed brain dose from head CTs. Assuming a brain dose of 60 mGy per scan [31] , the reviewed epidemiological studies estimated an ERR of 140%, or a 2.4-fold increase in brain tumor risk from baseline from a single head CT scan, corresponding well to prior theoretical predictions based on dosimetry [31] .
Finally, we identified three published studies [19, 20, 36 ] describing specific pediatric patient populations that considered the cumulative radiation exposure and attributable tumor risks from head CTs over their course of care (Table 4) .
DISCUSSION
This systematic review surveyed radiological studies that predicted or directly measured neoplasm incidence (or attributable mortality) related to head CT exposure in pediatric patients. Assessing tumor risks from head CT is pertinent given its high utilization rates in developed nations, which only recently plateaued after steady increases in use throughout the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s [5] .
Much published work on CT cancer risks has focused on pediatrics, because children are more sensitive to the effects of ionizing radiation than adults, and have longer life expectancy for a potential cancer to develop after exposure [37] . Despite the known vulnerability of pediatric patients, efforts to extrapolate CT-related cancer risks using epidemiological data from higher-dose exposures such as the atomic bombings [12, 38, 39] (i.e., the linear no-threshold hypothesis), have been questioned or dismissed by many [40] [41] [42] . Such critiques argue that in lieu of hard epidemiological evidence, there is no basis for any assertion of cancer risk from low-dose CT radiation.
Since 2012, however, five large-scale epidemiological studies [14, [31] [32] [33] [34] have all reported increased incidence of neoplasms (predominantly brain tumors) in pediatric patients [34] Pts=44,584 Standardized incidence at 2 yrs 1.51 Huang et al. [32] Pts=24,418 HR 2.32 Journy et al. [29] Pts=7,274 ERR/mGy at 2 yrs 0.22 Mathews et al. [14] Pts=10,939,680 Excess incidence at 0-10 yrs 0.010-0.025 Adjusted IRR 1.45-1.99 ERR 0.60-1.16 Pearce et al. [31] Pts=178,605 AR at 0-5 yrs 0.140-0.784 AR at 10-15 yrs 1.295-1.763 ERR at 20 yrs 1.435 AR, attributable risk; ERR, excess relative risk; HR, hazard ratio; IRR, incident risk ratio; Pts, patients exposed to head CTs. Moreover, multiple studies reported dose-dependent effects between tumor incidence and CT exposure [14, 32] , the latter study specifically demonstrating a dose-dependent increase in brain tumor incidence with number of head CT exams [32] . A reasonable estimate based on convergent evidence between predictive [16] and epidemiological [14] studies is that one excess neoplasm may be expected per 3,000-10,000 head CT exams in children under age 10. However, implementation and continued refinement of dose reduction strategies for pediatric CT protocols may stand to lower these risk estimates in future studies [43] [44] [45] .
Despite recent evidence of associations between CT exams and neoplasm incidence, some skepticism remains due to methodological limitations in published epidemiological studies. These limitations center around the confound of reverse causality, which posits that patients who undergo head CT are already more likely to possess pre-existing neoplasms or underlying conditions that increase their baseline risk of cancer (e.g., neurofibromatosis, occupation, or socioeconomic status). Comparing cancer incidence between scanned and unscanned populations without stringent, validated methods to account for such confounds could overestimate the risk of cancer attributed to CT. This poses a challenge for epidemiologists analyzing hundreds of thousands to millions of cases, particularly with follow-up periods of only a few years with scant incident cancers.
At least two published articles have attempted to address the issue of reverse causation effects. First, Berrington de Gonzalez et al. [35] revisited a prior pediatric cohort study from the United Kingdom [31] and re-computed cancer risk estimates after thorough review of radiology information systems (RIS) databases and death certificates. Analyses were repeated after excluding cases involving any existing or suspected brain tumor prior to CT exposure. The corrected risk estimates for brain tumor induction were reduced by approximately 30% from the original findings, but still demonstrated significantly elevated risk in CT-exposed patients [35] .
Second, Huang et al. [32] also attempted to control for reverse causation effects when reporting brain tumor incidence attributable to pediatric head CT within a Taiwanese cohort. Medical records of around 24,000 cases were searched and excluded if patients had any underlying genetic disorders predisposing them to cancer, or any previous history of cancer. Even after applying these exclusion criteria, significantly increased incidence of brain tumors was observed from a single head CT exam (HR=2.32, p<0.01) . HRs for brain tumor increased to 4.58 after two head CTs and up to 10.4 after three or more scans. After only two head CT scans, the HR for malignant brain cancer was 12.3 (p<0.01) [32] . These results suggest that reverse causation effects contribute to, but do not fully explain, the association between head CT and increased cancer incidence.
Despite the correlational nature of epidemiological studies, mounting empirical evidence consistently supports a small risk of tumor induction from head CT exams and has generally corroborated theoretical predictions. The strength of epidemiological evidence seems poised to grow further with ongoing studies incorporating larger cohorts and more sophisticated analyses of electronic medical records to better quantitate potential sources of reverse causality such as predisposing factors [33, 35] and socioeconomic status [46] .
Limitations
Several aspects of our systematic review and the available published evidence on head CT cancer risks limit the strength of our conclusions. First, attributing head CT scans to tumor incidence is inherently limited by the correlational nature of epidemiological studies and the potential for reverse causation, as it is known that patients undergoing head CT exams have higher baseline likelihood of having or being predisposed to brain tumors. Second, the risk estimates extrapolated from predictive studies rely upon the linear no-threshold model, which postulates that cancer risk is linearly proportional to absorbed radiation dose in the limit of very small radiation doses not studied epidemiologically. Nevertheless, emerging largescale epidemiological studies report increased incidence of brain tumors even among patients receiving a single head CT exam. Third, our systematic review was limited to a single electronic database (MEDLINE). Another limitation of the reviewed literature is that the ability to establish increased risk of brain tumor induction after head CT is limited by the relatively high baseline risk of brain tumors relative to the expected attributable risk from head CT.
Conclusions
A newly emerging body of epidemiological evidence has broadly corroborated non-zero theoretical estimates for CTassociated brain tumor risk in pediatric populations. Current epidemiological evidence confirms the view that the risk of tumor induction from pediatric head CT is very small, on the order of one excess tumor per 3,000-10,000 scans [16] . The minimal estimated risk of tumor induction from pediatric head CT is heavily offset by the benefits of diagnostic imaging, given clinical indication for the study and minimization of radiation dose and tissue exposure [47] . Understanding and quantifying neoplasm risks of head CT has motivated significant dose reduction efforts for pediatric CT protocols; this push should continue and apply to all demographics. While the decision to obtain a head CT is often indisputable (e.g. trauma or suspected stroke), careful consideration is warranted as to the optimal frequency of scans in patients who require serial monitoring. In these cases, cumulative exposure from repeat scans may increase an otherwise minimal tumor risk. Larger, refined epidemiological studies are needed to more adequately elucidate these risks.
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